Fingerprint test data report: FM 5064J (Kaiser) lots No. 1 (K) - No. 4 (K) by unknown
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FM 5064J (KAISER) LOTS #1 (K) - #4 (K)
FINGERPRINT TEST DATA REPORT














U.E. Polymerlo 0.£. 711@B
_=11er _ot _or NASA Lot@ 1
Cmrbo_ Content .................................... 1
AJh Con_ent .......................................
Atoal¢ AbsorptiDn ................................. 1
HoiJture Content ..................................
Aah Conten_ ....................................... •
pH ............. . .................................. 3
Particle S£=e_ S.E.M. procedure ................... •
TGA, *C at SBX LoJm ...............................
TGA ............ . .................. , ............... 2
Particle Slze DSmtrtbuttDn ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horiba ......................... .... 2
CHARTS
_A_oooo_oJsoooo6oo&m&mommooosoooo_oooo&mooooooooomo
Particle Size D_mt.T_butSon ..........................
°
OF POOR QUALITY
Page I o_ 2
TILLER TESTXNO
mas8-36298
U.S. POLYNERXC O.E. 71108
F_l_er Lot for NASA Lot# I
2. Carbon Contentp K
mAX-5560 _ P_I.:.P.
99.17 99.10 99.12
NASA LOTO • AVERAGE 99.•3
2. Amh Contantw Z
PTH-7AB
.005 .omo .eoo
AVG. .007 .007 .003
NASA LOT@ • AVERAGE .006
3. Atouic Absorptions pps
CTH-S3B
(Valuea are average o£
2 determ£nst£onm)
#1-1 #1-2 11-3 LOTei
AVG.
m m m
Na 3.0 2.e 1.5 2.2
x •.s e.e o.e e.s
Ca 0.0 0.0 a.O 0.0
Ng O.S e.O O.e 0.2
Li e.e e.e e.e e.e
TOTAL 5. • 2. • •. 5 2. iS
3a. No£mture Contentp X
CTn-53B
.005 .010 .005
AVG. .010 .0OB .005
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .OO&




AvG. e.eee e.eee e.®®3




AVG. 4.88 4.88 5.00





AVG. .45 .36 .38
Hax£uuu .GS .B2 .85
M£n£auu .22 .27 .22
gtd. Dev .e& .08 .08
NASA LOT# • AVERAGE BXZE .40
6a. TGA, *C at 50X I.,,oma
CTM-SX
750 751 749
NASA LOT# • AVERAGE 750
H_CO MATER_LS DMS*ON
700 F- DYER ROAD, SANTA AN_ CALJFORNL_ 92707 * (T14) 64_1101 * TWX (910) E4)_1130 * FAX # (714) 54_2658_437
Page 2 o_ 2
F£11er Lot for NASA LotO 2
6b. TGA
CTM-51








AVG. .66 .92 .94
NASA LOT# I AVERAGE .Sl
U.S. Polymer£c
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 711_E


















Phenol Content .................................... 2








GPC ........................................... o .....
_DSeeeo_Deooeoeeee.eoaeteeeo_oDooeeeeoooeooeeeDo_eeo










Page I of 2
U.S. Polymer£a D.E. 71108
USP-_9A Resin Lot f_F _ASA Lore I





2. Speclf£o Gravlty • 25"C
PTM-29C
1.186 1.193
LOT# I AVERAGE 1.190
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cpa. • 22.8"C 16,750 18,750
PTN-14C LOTJ I AVERAGE 17,750
4. Gel Time, mlnsme:
PTH-47E
3830 3s47
LOTe I AVERAGE 3s39
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B














6. Volat£1ea, Gem Chroeatography
CTH-55
See Chartl 6A-GB
7. TGA, X Welght Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (AIR)
39.1 37.9
LOTe • AVERAGE 38.5
See Chart 7A-7B
B. DSC, temperature "C
CTM-50A
187 1B7





10. GPC, Average moZe:ular yr.
CTM-49A
1231 1291
LOT# I AVERAGE 1261
See Chart IOA-IOB
_:_//_ HITOO MATERIALSDIVISION





USP-39A Resin _0_ _¢_ NASA Lot# 1
8.3 8.4
LOTO 1 AVERAGE 8.4





LOTO 1 AVERAGE 13.91
13. Chsng'm Index, ml.
CTN-SB
23.4 23.8
LOTO • AVERAGE 23.6














Hsmid N. Qurs'lehi, Nmneger
Quality Ameurance Depnrtment
oR,C,i_ _L _'_' _
OF+ pOOR QUALtTY
TYPICAL GAS CHROMATOGRAPH SET-UP
i
Column " "" |,tector '_ _')
Limltl_ _"_, hltlle
iij. I l+_._- • limsJ t. ,,
Lilui¢ lliiii'._ lieu tirol, IIAIill__
li, i _3+! - , lydriltn J_ ii r_,i
l_llipDi I .._ liivinll ,
lesh +_.+_I+" Ipllt
¢lrrilr Sis +_'P+, TImpirl_rl,, 1£_
hiileilr lit, _ inl_._
Inlll lrli}Jliil itlull_ Inilill_
lit i ,__._ il]ill llnil _!4_,
IHIIT $FE[D Illl ,_ eC I H_'_J
i i


















NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES,
w • °*
.o














• RHPLE : LIcJ:,_,9_ I-!
ISC. " C=G 102274;HS/14L
TIME; 1!:15
F'ER6TOR; JGZ
_:UN TIME: _G GG MIHLiTE_
ELRY TIME _._G
HRN= e
PK F'ET PERK RF:E_ E: PERK
O. TIME RRER % L HT.
3 £5 2553 .86B 3 2_2
=. = .... o,_ £.B13 2 115631.7_ _==_'_
B 4.0_ 55251 1.471 4 2537
9 5 55 £042 .161 4 481
£.05 7408 .197 4 163
=_ 11.7_ 749_ .199 _. _=_._










PUN TIME: 30._B MINUTES
DELRY TIME: _.eO
CHRH: e
PI: EET PERk: RRER
NO TIME RRER _ L
6 1 70 255878 _.85_ 2
7 3.25 3126900 83.785 3
B 4._3 55251 1.4B_ 4
37 21.95 107040 2.968 2

























D LAY TIME_ 0.08
CHRH: 0
MINUTES
P RET PEAK AREA E: PEAK
H TIME A_EA _ L HT.
" ,_5 1_3 .05_ 2 202
._ 1.25 II2B .039 2 53
a 1.45 1143 .040 2 122
1 T3 195658 _.7S0 2 11047
3 15 2_5T0_8 81._73 _ £7114
4.00 33273 1.153 4 1550
5.5_ 3232 .I12 4 314
6.0_ i_17 .0_3 4 67
1175 7514 ._68 I 419
21.99 184648 3.626 2 18260
22 le l?e_:BO 6 19_ 2 18209
I TAL AREA= 2B8_B99
THRESHOLD= 1
MIN.PK.WIDTH= IE





RUH TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELRY TIME: 0.00
CHAN: 0
PK R£T PERK RREA E:
NO. TIME AREA _ L
4 I.T3 195650 6.ele 2
5 3.15 2357088 e2.141 3
6 4.00 33273 1,16e 4
32 21.98 104640 3,647 2
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SCALE. o C::l'in 50
i
PRC){_. RATT.,E, _C:/min ___
HE AT._____E:OOL__I S E)__
SHIFT. in
DTA-D SI_
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DTA-DSC




_OO 250 :300 35
TEMPERATURE, =C [CHRO_\
Metl-,Dcl recorcleO In flJe: A:PHEIqUL|i_.MEI[
O TgA
DATA FILE A:PHENO26. HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:06:32
******** AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
Sample Name: USP39A, l-I,C=6.54 Operator Initials: _GZ
* Date: 09-05-1986 11:06:32 Method:PHENDLI_ DATA FILE: A:PHEND26.PTS
* Inter_ace: 4 Cycle#: 26 L'hannel#s 0 Vial#: N.A.
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HF'LC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
Detector O: 220NM/.SAU Detector I:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
*******************************************************************************
Jtartlng Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_k Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
Io. Time Area Z L Ht. Z Height
1 0.70 2030 1.1563 1 510 2.103 4.0
1.BO 76982 43.8499 2 4940 79.736 15.6
3 2.05 96545 54.9937 2 524B 100.000 18.4
"oral Area: 175557 Area Reject: 1000 Dne sample per 1.000 se=.























TA FILE A:PHENO19.HDR TAKEN 09-01-1986 13:1B:26
O gB
_._ r****** AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
51 _ple Name: USP39A,1-2,C=5.07 Operator Initials: 3GZ e
}ate: 09-01-19B6 13:1B:2_ Method:PHENDLIC DATA FILE: A:PHEND19. PTS e
I_erface: 4 Cycle#: 19 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. ,
5' _rting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICRDBONDAPAK _-IB e
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
)perating Eondit_ons: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 e
arting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
. Time Area % L Ht. % Height
1 0..70 4065 2.2B07 1 1019 5.202 4.0
1.7B 78141 43.8419 2 5072 100.000 15.4
3 1.93 3425B 19.2209 2 5165 43.841 6.6
4 2.03 61769 34.6565 2 5379 79.049 11.5































OF POOH "" ....._ -




Lo¢ Mo] Wt = A + B× + Cx^2 + D×^3
A= 2.53B977 B= 2.115B15 C= -.5646S24
Coefficient of Determination8 0.9902

























I I I I
2.11 3.1 4.11 S.I! lkl
]letentiol Time sr Polne
7.11 8,11
IOA
:_'T_ FILE A:GF'C31.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:39:57
******** I_PI_ REPORT 4_- _I- 41_-4K- 4¢- _P¢-44- 4K-
,+ ****************************************************************************
I tmple Name: USP3?A 1-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF ,
Date: OB-O5-19B6 15:00:24 Method: DATA FILE: A:BFC31.PTS
_nterface: 5 Cycle#: 31 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. ,
| arting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HPLC/BE_KMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A
Solvent Description: THF *
Dperating Conditions: _=35_ FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN





o_ _cular Weight Distribution Averages
a_eline TIMES: 3. B5 to 10.00 MW:
rocess TIMES: 3.B5 to 10.00 MW:











Log11o]Mt vs. _._Cu_. Cun_
188
TA FILE A:GPC32. HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:44:23
******** 13PI_ REPORT ********
*****************************************************************************
S, _ple Name: USP39A 1-2=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
D, :e: 0B-05-19S6 15:15:18 Method: DATA FILE: A:SP_32. PTS
Interface: 5 Cycle#: 32 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
S+_rting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 .
i,_strument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN _lumn Type: ULTRASTYRABEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF
]perating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN
Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1= *
Misc. Information: CALIBRAXION/SPC .
a :ing Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
l_oration file: GPCPHEN
lecular Weight Distribution Averages
s Line TIMES: 3.85 to







10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
I0.00 MW: 22295 to 2
4
18



























p_-iment No. : 8 Sample No, : I
t_e:
SA FINgErPRINT VISCOSITY P._'OFILE USP 39A RE_IN NASA LOTI-1
e _tor : CP
t and Ti_e : Monday, AucuEt IB, I_B6- 15:30:51
erating Mode : DYNAMIC
e • T_'pe : CURE
_met_y : DISK & PLATE
R_D IUS : 25. O0
GA_ : O. 50
_t s :
_ I N =50%
:EO_DE_.,_Y = 10 RAD/SEC
_.r', _'L; t (
_SA FINBERPR_ NT VISBDS_TY PRDFILE USP G9_ _E_IN N;:SA LDTI-I
ORICI._,]_.L
OF POOR QUALITY
_D. ETA* ETA" ETA" T ORDUE T IHE TEMP
POISE POISE F DISE GF:AMS-CM MIN. DEG. C
3. B J3e+003 3. lBJ3e+003 6.0._ 9E+001 4. _76e+002 2. O00e-O01 _,.OC_Oe+OC)i
2 _. 514e4 003 _. 514e+003 6. 792e+001 4.4 90e÷002 1 .O00e÷O00 3. 103e+0C:i
"x 2. B73e+O03 2. B73e+O03 4. 505e÷001 3.65Be+002 _. O00e+OC_O _. _,OCJ_+rJO 1
_. 233e+003 2. 232e÷003 4.10_ e÷O01 2. B37e÷O0_ 3. OC|O-=÷O00 3.50r,e-_O01
•_ 1.691 e+O03 |. &90_÷003 ,3.527e+001 ._.144e+002 4. O00e+O00 _. 7C:0__÷001
6 }. 277e÷003 1. 277e+C_0_ 3. 445e+001 I. & 15e÷002 _. OOC'e÷O00 3. BOOe÷':_O 1
9.59_E.+002 9.5BBe÷O02 3. 542e+001 1.211 e+O02 6. O00e+O00 _ • O00e-,-OOI
7. 177e+0C_2 7. 169e+002 _,._98e+001 9.04Be÷O01 7. or_oe+O00 4.2C,,'Je÷OC_;
9 5. 372e+002 5.36_c +002 2. 240e+001 6.76Be+001 _. OC:C_+C)OC: _. 4C_0e+001
1A 4.11 le+002 4. I04e+002 2. 378e÷001 5. !71e÷001 9. O00e+O00 4. 600e+001
1 3.153e+002 3.144e+002 2.3B2e+O0_ 3. 963e+00_ I. O00e+C:O_ 4. BOrne* O0_
1-," 2. 442e+002 2. 432e+002 2. 197e÷001 ,-,.070e+001 1. IOOe÷O01 5. O00e÷O,:_]
3 I. 934e+002 I. 9_I e+O02 -_..'-59e+001 _. 429e÷001 :I._-OOe÷O0! 5.20C_e'_-O0!
1 1. 529e÷002 I. 514e+002 2. I_6e+001 1. 921e+001 I. 300e+C:01 5. zhZ_C_e-C,Ol
_ I. 2} 4e÷002 _. 20C)e+C_02 I. B5Be+O01 I. 524e÷001 |. 400e+001 5. bC_Oe+O01
16 9. BOBe+O01 9. 666_+001 I. 659e+001 I. 232e÷001 1.5C:Oe+O0! 5. BO0_=+O01
- IS.OE2e÷OO% 7.951 e+O01 I •44Be÷O01 I. Ol 5e÷O01 I. 600e+001 6. O00e-" :_0._
I 6. B1 le+001 6. 697e+001 l. 242e+001 19.554e÷000 1. ?OOe+O0 _ 6. 200e+O01
19 5. 720e+001 5.620e_001 I. 0_4_+001 7. _7Be+O00 _. _00_+001 6. 400co÷03:
_n 4.90Be+O01 4. E I_e+O01 9. 274e+000 6. 157e+000 I. 9,_._Oe+O01 &. 6C'C:e+O01
_. 220e+00_ 4. I,-,gP+o01 _. I_ER_e÷O00 5. _9_ e÷O00 _. O00e+O0_ 6.7C'0._+C'01
._._ 3. 613e+001 3.54(_e+001 &. 922e+000 4. 536e÷000 _. lOOe÷O0" 6. 900_-.-,T_01
" " _,c.olBg_.+O0_ 3.,0_3e+001 5. B4 le-+O00 3. B79e+O00 2. _C_Oe+O01 7. ]OC_e-'-OOI
_. 675e+00 } 2. &23e+O01 5. 276e+000 3.35Be÷OOC_ .?..300ew-O0] 7.30C_e+O-: i
2.2B2e÷O01 _. -'°44e+001 _. 144e÷000 2. B67e÷O00 _. 400_+00_ 7. 500_---001
26 ]. _9_*i:.+Or:/, 1 .9Z_Oe+O01 3. 659e+000 _. 477e÷000 .,..'_500e÷OO! "7."ZC:C_--÷O01
_" ]. 732e"-001 1. 699e÷001 _.._3_6e+000 _. 175_+000 _. 600e÷0C:1 7.90C'_+00]
._ i 1. 517e.*001 I. 4BBe+O01 2.93_e+000 I. 903e÷000 2. 700e+001 6. 100e+3C__
2_ _ I .335{_+0C, _ 1. _ 17e+001 2. :145e÷000 I. 676e+000 2. _OOe÷C)O _. _. ,-.C'C,e_-C,c:1
30 I. 149e÷O0_ I. 132e+001 _. 950e+000 I. 442e+000 2. 900e÷OOI B. 500e+O0i
I. 013_+QO I 9. B93r:.÷C|C|O 2.167e+000 I. 272e÷000 3. O00e+O01 E. 700e+O01
"..,_'B. 766e+000 lB.&54e+O00 ]. 39&e+O00 1. ]OOe+O00 3. J OOe+O0_ lB.900e+001
_, 7. 337e+000 7. 274_+000 9.610e-O01 9. 215e-001 3. Z'O.?e+O0 / 9. IOOe+r_O 1
; 5. BZ:I e+O00 5.79Be+O00 6. 145e-001 7. _4e-OOI 3. 300e+001 9.300e+001
; 5. 574_,+000 5. 555e+000 4. &56e-O01 6. 994e-001 3. 400e÷O0 ! 9. 500e÷001
3& 4.9_2e÷000 _;._53e÷000 3. 040e-001 6. 234e-001 _. 500e+O01 _. 700=_ ÷OOI
_'_ 3.94Be+O00 3.9Zge+O00 2. 647e-001 4. 954e-001 3. 600e_-001 9. gOOe-w-O0]
". _ _. 9B7e÷O00 _..:985e+O00 I. 262_:-001 5. 009e-001 3. 700e+001 I. Ol Oe÷O02
%,-_ 3. _05e÷O00 3. ,_05e+O00 O. 723e-001 4. 275e-001 3. Bc:Oe÷O01 I. 030e-+002
40 2. BgBe÷O00 2. egBe+O00 O. O00e+O00 3. 642e-001 _. 900e+001 1. 050e+0C;2
2. B57e+O00 2. B53e+O00 ]. _9,3e-001 3.5Bge-O01 4. O00e+C_O _ 1. 070_* 002
, _. 3. O03e.÷O00 2. 947_''000 5. 728e-001 3. 770e-001 4. 100e÷001 _. 090e+002
43 3. 157_,+00C_ 2. 947(e+000 1 o 133e÷C|C|0 3. 967e-O01 4. 200e+O0! }. ] _C:e+O02
I 2. 663e÷000 2. _98e* 000 I. 157e+000 3.3a2_.-,-001 _. _OOe÷O01 I. !T.C|e+OC'_
, _ 2.290e+000 1. _ge--O00 1. 135e÷000 2. B74e-O01 4.400e÷001 _. ]5:)e-002
,_6 _. 477e_-000 2. 312e÷000 B. B92e-O01 3. 106e-001 4. 500e÷001 I. 1_Oe+O02
47 2o705e+000 2. 249e+O00 1. 504_.+000 3. ,'_94r:--001 _. 600e+001 1.16C_:'+C,OZ
• B 2.91 le+O00 2. 580e+000 .'.34"/e+000 3. &53e-O01 4. 700e÷001 I. 2C.0e+¢,C,2
3.417e+000 3. 001 e-_O00 '.o634e+000 4.2B4e-O01 4. BO0_OC_] _. _Oe-,-C_C_2
, 3.6B7e+O00 3.2_9e+000 _. 7& Iew-O00 4. 625e-001 4. 900_÷001 I. _4 Or_,-"002
Dm _ Do
_, _]N_ER_RINT VI_r,__ITY PROFILE U.cP _9_ RE.tIN NAS_ LOTI-1
>. ETA* ETA" ETA" TDRDUE
PD iSE F'D I.¢E PD I SE SRAMS-CM
;I 4.7B_e+O00 4. 450e+000 !. 759e-,-000 5. 999e-001
_2 3. 464_÷000 3.193e÷000 I •_43e+000 4. 344r=-00 J








1. 003_÷001 _. 41E_e+O00 3. 457e+000 I. _SR_.-+C:O0 5. 300e+001


































:perJmertt No. : 7 Sa,,ple No. : 1
t e:
_.SA FIN_E_FRiNT VISCOSITY PROFILE USF 39A RESIN NASA LDTI-2
:e ator sCP
_te and Timo s Monday, August IB, 19B&- 13:42:0_
_s atin_ Mode : DYNAM.!_
_ p Type : _URE
_ometry : DISK _. PLATE
RADIUS s 25. O0






JASA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT1-2
F.j. ETA* ETA" ETA" TORQUE TIME
POISE POISE POISE GRAMS-CM MIN.
1 4.660e+003 4._5_e÷003 9.050e+001 5._B3e÷O02 2.000e-001
2 4.371e+OCJ3 4._71e+003 6._09_+001 5.612e+002 1.000e_O00
3 3.5_Se+003 3.59Be+00_ 5.110e+001 4.600e+002 2.000e+O00
4 _.798e+003 2.797e+003 3.594e_001 3.569e+002 3.000e_O00
5 2.107e+003 2.107e+003 3.10Be+001 2.679e÷002 4.000e÷O00
& 1.583e+003 1.583e+003 3.224e+001 2.006e+002 5.000e÷O00
? 1.1=_e÷003 1.190e_003 3.339e÷001 1.505e+002 &.OOOe÷O00
8 B.S65e+O02 8.B59e+O02 3.148e÷001 1.118e+002 7.000e÷O00
9 &.653e+O02 6.647e+002 _.7BOe+O01 B.3B5e+O01 8.O00e+O00
10 5.079e+002 5.071e+002 2.798e÷001 6.38Be+001 9.000e+O00
11 3. B52e+O02 3.B44e÷O02 _._02e+001 4.B41e+O01 1.000e+001
12 2._B4e+O02 2.975e÷002 2.327e+00_ 3.747e÷001 _.I00e÷001
13 2.342e+002 2.331e+002 2._Bge÷O01 2.939e÷001 j.2OOe+C_01
14 1.840e÷002 1.B27e+O02 2.245e÷001 2.30_e÷001 1.300e÷001
15 _.473e_002 1.45Be+002 2.0e2e_OOZ 1.B48e+O01 1.400e+001
16 1.183e+O02 1.167e+002 1.911e÷001 1.484e+O01 1.500e÷001
!7 9.&ale÷O01 9.513e÷001 1.6_e÷001 1.211e÷001 1.600e÷00_
1B 7.932e÷001 7.792e+001 1.4B2e+OOZ 9.949e+000 1.700e÷001
9 6.6E3e÷O0! _. 543e÷001 I. 260e+001 B. 349e+000 1. BOOe÷O01
_._ _0 5. 676e÷001 5.57Se_001 I. 050e+001 7. 120e+000 1. 900e÷001
_1 4. B54e+O01 4.761 e÷O01 _. 465e÷000 a. 07B_÷OC:O 2. O00e_C:01
22 4.177e÷001 4.11_÷001 6._24e÷000 5.237e÷000 2.100e_001
2_ 3.&51e+O01 _.5_7e+00!_ a. B26e÷O00 4.579e+000 2.20C'e÷00!
24 3.142e÷001 3.0S6e÷OOi 5.S_e÷O00 3.941e÷000 2.300e+001




























27.._'. 043_+U01 _-_".00_,_','001 _._ _7"7_-,-r.,00 .2.5_.4r:÷000 =.. &rK:_÷O0;.
2_" 1.84Se+O01 1. B! 0e4-001 3. 730_ _-':_00 2.317e+O00 2. 700e+O01
2 c, :I.622e-+OOJ ]. 590e+001 _..207e+00C; ,_.O_6e+OC:O 2. BOOe_O,> 1
30 I. _9_e+0C_I I. 366P÷001 2. 742e÷000 I. 747e÷000 2. _:.';,:e÷O01
31 J. 222e+001 1. 199e+001 _. _2_'_-000 I •53.'_e_0(:0 3. O00e+OC_l
" I. 06_e--OOl 1.03Be+O01 _. 29_e+00C_ I. _32e÷000 _. 100e÷OOJ
:_,__ 9. 435e+000 9. 306e*000 1.554e+000 ]. I_3e+O00 3. 200e+O{:l
34 "7.B_OE÷O00 7. $23e+000 9.47_e-001 9. B97e-O01 _. 300e+001
3 _. 6. 772e÷000 6.706e+000 9. 418e-001 _. 497e-OOJ 3. 400e÷O0!
3_ _. 496e4-000 5. 459e÷000 6. 397e-001 6. 900e-Or:l 3. 500e÷001
37 4 ° BB2e+O00 4. E6J e+O00 4.55J e-C:Ol 6. 127e-001 3. 600e_-O0_
3P 4. 092e+000 .4.O_ge+O00 1. &99e-O01 5. 140e-0C:1 _. 700e+O0!
3 c -.,.,417e*000 3.417e+000 O. OOC_e+C_C_O. 4. 292e-001 3. BOOe+O01
4(, 2. 973e+000 2. 954e+0_,0 .3._73e-001 _. 735e-001 3. 900e÷001
41 2. 970e÷000 2. 929r-_000 4.9 I_.e-001 3. 727e-001 4. O00e+O01
4" _. 516e+O00 3. 200e-,-OOC: 1 •45_e+000 4.412e-O01 4. _ OOe+O01
_" _. Ol le÷O00 3. 256e+000 2. 343e÷000 5. 040e-OC_I 4. _OC_e+O0!
44 3. 159e+000 2. 754e+000 1.5_,7e÷000 3. 966e-O01 4. 300e+O01
4_ 3. _.04e÷O00 2..92. _e÷O00 1. 544e+000 •. ]44e-001 4. 400e+Or;J
4, 2. 910e+O00 2. 125e+000 I. 9_e÷O00 ,3.649e-001 4. 500e+001
4"/ _. Bg_e÷O00 2.125e+000 1 •971 e+O00 3. _'_7e-001 4. &OOe÷O01
B _. 69_e÷000 2. E28e+O00 _. _B3e÷O00 4.6_9e-001 4. 700.= +001
_:' .4.4_2e+00C_ 3.4 _6e÷O00 2.817e+000 5. _20e-001 4. _OC:e+O01























",_" FIN_ERPEINT VISCOSITY PROFILE US_' _gA _ESIN NASA LDTI-_
D- ETA* . ETA" EI"A" "rDRDUE T IME TEHF
POISE F'DZ SE F'DI SE B_AHS-CM MIN. ])EE. C
5, 5. 075e+000 4.159e+000 _. @OBe+O00 6.364e-001 5. O00e+O01 1. _70e+002
5_ 4. _3_e÷O00 _. _I Be+O00 _. 6_ Oe+O00 6. C)67e-00_ 5.100e+O01 _. _90e+002
6. 447e+000 5. l_5e÷O00 _. 89_÷000 _. 09Be--O01 5. 200e+001 1 •310e+O02
.. .. ,.__1_÷C:00 5. 956_÷000 I. 41J e+O00 5. 300e÷001 1. _30e+002


























U.S. Polymer&c D.E. 712BB
_CA Fabric _or NA$A Lot# ; (KAiSEr)
Break£ng Strength. MARP ........................... 2
Bremklng Strength. F_LL ........................... 1
Carbon Ammm¥ ...................................... 1
Hydrogen Assay .................................... 2
N£trogen Asaay .................................... 1
Visual Zhlpectlon ................................. •
Gpecl£1c Gravlty .................................. •
pHee.eeeeteoeoeoeeleeeooooooooeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeee •
TGA... ............................................ 2
Atom£c Abaorpt£on ................................. 2
Holmture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content .... ; .................................. 2
F11mment d£mmeter. WARP ........................... 2
Thread Count. MARP ................................ 2
Thread Countt FZLL ............................. ... 2
Area• ve£Ght ...................................... 2
Vo•at£•ea ..... . ......... . ......................... 3
Metght Change On Acetone WoBh ..................... 3
CHARTS





U.S. POLYMERZC O.E. 71108
WCA Fabric for _ASA _o_# _ (KAISER)














































Page 2 ot 3
WCA Tabr_= _or _As^ _o_# I (KAISER)
G. TGA, *C at 50X Welght Lomm _ET UPe 2
CTH-51 (AXR) #1-2E BS9
See Chart GA








7b. Moisture Content, Z
CTH-53B
• 035
7c. Aah Content, X
CTH-53
.QIO
8m. Ftlmment dimmeter, mLcronm, VARP
































Page 3 of 3
W,CA FRbr_c _or,NASA Lot# _ (_AIS£R)
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U.S. Polymeric D.E. 7110B
FM 50643 NASA LOT# ; U,_.P, LOT# C021_5 (KAISER)
Ash Content .............................. . ........
T_Aoeomeeeeo_mmmmamoooDoeeoomemmmeeo6eeeoeeemommmo
DSCo_ooeooeoooo_oeeo_oooooeooooeeQooDooooooooeeeoo







Resin Contentw Soxhlet ............................ •
YLller Content, Scxhlet ........................... l
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ •
Volst_le Content .................................. •
Flov .............................................. .1
Resin Contentw Dry Bss*m .......................... •
Tsck .............................................. •
Gel T_me .......................................... •
AtomLc Absorption ................................. 1











Flexurltl Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ...... . ........................ 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 3
BIrcol Hsrdness ................................... 3
Residuol Volatilem ................................ 3
Resin Contentp Pyrolys£m .......................... 3
Acetone Extrltctioh ................................ 3
CTE, vith ply ..................................... 3











U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
NASA _OT# ;
Page I
U.F.P- LOTe C¢2135 (KAXSOR)
of 4










































6. Gel Time, seconds
PTM-20E
34








7b. Hoimture Content, Z
CTM-53B
1.76
_ HRCO MATERIALS B_ON
700 E DYER ROAD. SANTA AN_ CALFORNIA 92707 • _714)M_1101 • TWX _1_ 59_1130 • FAX # _14) 54_285_2437
Page 2 of 4
FM 5os4_ NASA I,.OT# ;
7=. Ash Content, X
CTM-53B
















11. Environmental History Date mmnufactured: 1 Hay 1986
Packaged ins HIL-B-131 Class Z
bmg supported in
cardboard carton
Date shipped: 16 June 1986
in 40*F truck






















13c. Tenalie £1ongmtlon, X, WARP
FTMS 406-1011















IPige 3 of 4
KM  o64J  ^SA  OT#

































17. Bsr:ol Hardness, Un£tm
ASTK D-2583
(Average o_ ;0 dete_minmtiona)

























FM 50643 NASA LOT# I
Page 4 of 4

























































































U.S. Polymeric O,E. 7110G
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
_HARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Size Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1
Moisture Content .................................. 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
_O&_OJmeSIOOeOOOO_SOOS_*D*O6OeO6_OODOIO*eOm_OO6 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, °C at 50X Loss ............................... 1
TOA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horiba ............................. 2
Page 1 o£ 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
1. Csrbon Content, X
QAI-5560




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 99.30




AVG. 0.0 0.0 0.0
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 0.0
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are avermge of
2 determinations)
#2A-I #2A-2 #2A-3 LOT#2
Na 7.0 7.5 9.0 7.8
K 1.5 1.0 2.5 1.7
Ca 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.0
MD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TOTAL 11. • 10. • 13.5 11.5
3a. Moisture Content,
CTM-53B
• 041 .034 .039
AVG. .036 .027 .042
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .035




AVG. 0.003 0.013 0.008





AVG. 4.60 4.50 4.60
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 4.57




AVG. .56 .57 .52
Maximum .90 1.25 1.17
Minimum .23 .20 .25
Std. Dev .22 .28 .24
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE SIZE .55
6a. TGA, "C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
842 850 857
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 850
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714} 549-2858-5-2437
6b. TGA
CTM-51
F%ller Lot _or NASA Lot# 2
See Charts 6A-6C
7. Partlcle Size Distribution
CTM-72
7a. Partlcle Size, microns
CTM-72





AVG. .86 1.02 .94
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .94
U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymerlc O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 2
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... 1
Speclflc Gravity .................................. 1
Brookfleld Viscosity .............................. 1
Gel Tlme .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. 1






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6B
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - 10B
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B




U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
U_-39A Resin Lot _or NASA Lot# 2









2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C
1.189 1.193
Lot# 2 AVERAGE 1.191
3. Viscosity, Brookfield, cps. @ 22.8"C 17,400 16,800
PTM-14C Lot# 2 AVERAGE 17,100
4. Gel Time, mln:sec
PTM-47B
4:00 4:20
Lot# 2 AVERAGE 4:10
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are averages of
four determinations)
I o£ 2
6. Volatiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
#2-2 LOT2 AVG
Na 25.0 20.8 22.9
K 1.0 0.5 0.8
Ca 7.5 7.0 7.3
Ng 2.0 2.0 2.0
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0
AVG. 35.5 30.3 32.9




Lot# 2 AVERAGE 38.8












Lot# 2 AVERAGE 1716
See Chart 10A-lOB
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # (714) 54_285J_2407
Page 2 of 2












Lot# 2 AVERAGE 13.30
13. Chang's Index, mi.
CTM-5B
23.6 23.8
Lot# 2 AVERAGE 23.7















Hmmid M. Quraishl, Manager
Quality Assurance Department










Carrier Gas ' "I'FloJ
Rotameter


















Solvent - r,_..,__ "-r- nI
Conch._
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE= THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES.














FzIHFIL FULL SCALE NU =]OOO OO
_FIF'LE: LISP_9_ 2-I




'UN TIME 30.00 MINLITE'S
OELP'," T" E : O.OO
C:HFtN : :,
:'K I_:FT t,.-_ i.i





6 1 7E', 201690 4
r S SO 3335700 _!
,_ 5 (SE' 6073
,:, = _ _, = -
} 0 *" ,'-S _"_o *'e/" - 1
11 _, ?'!? _'_"'''/': ""
1.2 tS '.:.., 11¢_I
iS, i: 70 i.':7":::
_: 16 27 1;-.6
34 21 :_::5 6,-;7-.,0
3.5 _'2' OO 7=-:-:6e
7064 075 _,



































OE POOR QUALITY CHART 6A







H I ""-, .',,
U .'.-:F 5:9 A 2- !




RUN TIHE, 30.00 MINUTES
DEL_V TIME: O.O0
C:H_M _ 0
I:'I::: PET PEAl:: RFcEA E:
NO. TItlE AREA ". L
F'EFII;
HT.
5 1 65 797"30 1 965 2
6 1 70 201690 4 972 2
7 S 30 3335700 82 225 3
19 11 70 13778 340 3
34 21 85 66060 1 67E: 2































Pk. F..'ET PEAK RREtS E:



























































RUN T 1ME : ..',,C_.00
DELAY TIME: G 00
CHBN _ 0
MIHUTE5
PK PET F'EQK RRE_ E:
NO TIME RRER % L
f:"EF_t:.:
HT.
5 I . 6_" 2_'9.8230 6. 742
G 3.38 ";6'.:'.5300., 83 .542
34 21 88 53228 1,2r-47
































ATM /L/4 @ [
FLOW RATE _6 _/_--'-
(
_0







WEIGHT, rng , /_ ,.
REFERENCE
/ ._l. c.,r r_.,,= _=,
] ', : i I , ', , i : ] I t i i i " '. 1 I : : i I J_j I I ! , ;t_____
,!it: ' lil __rL_: _,,_ lili ; : i:ii: :!,:i i i ' , i : ; I !..:: I __] I I : 1
I: : ' J:,l!: ;- ,, i
= _ : 1 -- -
_11!i:!i
]!_ 'If:_
L' i !Ii :i _'
, i _' _ i
_,-_- --_ ._
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SCALE, °Olin [,C !5 "`(.
(mcaIlsec)/in__







' I i _ l i
! I , ]
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i ! ] ;i i '.
TEMPERATURE, o C [CHRI
CHART9A
DATA FILE A:PHENO2C_.HDR TAKEN 09-01-1986 15:13:56
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-I,C=5.555 Operator Initials: JGZ
* Date: 09-01-1986 15:13:56 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO20.PTS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 20 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk" Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal i zed Area/
No. Ti me Area % L Ht. % Height
1 0.7_ 2256 1.2208 1 562 2.392 4.0
2 1.82 94314 51.0355 2 5417 100.000 17.4
3 1.97 29598 16.0160 2 5094 31.382 5._
4 2.07 58633 31.7_78 2 5278 62.168 11.1



























DATA FILE A:PHENO27.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:31:38
******** AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A,2-2,C=6.99 Operator Initials: JGZ
Date: 09-05-1986 11:31:38 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO27.FTS
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 27 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector 0: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
******************************************************************************
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normal iz ed Area/
No. Ti m_ Area % L Ht. % Height
2 1.82 96860 53.0012 2 5305 100.000 18.3
3 1.97 28712 15.7109 2 4980 29.643 5.8
4 2.07 57179 31.2879 2 5119 59.032 11.2

















Log Mol Wt = A + Bx + Cx^2 + D×^3
A = 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902




















I i , ! ! !
m
i
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 &.O
Retention Tine oe Polune
7.0 8.8
GHARTIOA
_,TA FILE A:GF'C33.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:47:28
******** GF'C REF'ORT
******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A 2-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF *
* Date: 08-05-1986 15:48:25 Method: DATA FILE: A:_PC33.FTS *
Interface: 5 Cycle#: 33 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HF'LC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
* Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
= Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.(>0
alibration file: GF'CPHEN
olecular Weight Distribution Averages
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to







_0.00 MW: 22295 to 2
















_ FILE A:GFC34.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986
ORIClN"_L PA
OF PO0# ^.. GE IS
17 :5O ;2_U4LITy
CHART 10B
******** GF'C REF'ORT ********
_************_**_**_**_*_***************_**********_*_*_*************_*****
Sample Name: USF39A 2-2=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
I Lte: 08-05-1986 16:04:45 Method: DATA FILE: A:GF'C34.PTS .
i.,terTace: 5 Cycle#: 34 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting F'eak Width: bO Threshold: 0 .
.-****************************************************************************
instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF .
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN .
Detector O: 254NM/.IAU Detector I: *
Misc. InTormation: CALIBRATION/GPC *
******************************************************************************
;t -ting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
]a ibration Tile: GPCPHEN
lolecular Weight Distribution
_a eline TIMES: 3.85 to








10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2
Nol Wt 5 4
18 18













































(V) ":lSIOd tVJ.a IUJ0
Rhec, metric_= F:EE:AF !I
' -.' SamF, 1 e ND. : I° d
.tle:
_ F._NGERF'RINT VISCOSITY PROFILE LISP ._-'._A FESII,' NASA LDT2-1
:,erator :CF'
__._ and Time : Friday, Augu=-t ]5, 1986 - J_"30:37
m
-,e"-ating Mode : DYNAMIC
-.'eep Type : CUC(E
_={ ,=try : DISK _ PuATE
C_ARAE:,iUS : 2-.
GAP : O. 50
3tes :
Tr'AIN =50%
R DUENCY =1,3 RAD/SEC
ORIGINAL PAGE !S
OF POOR QUALITY
iO. ETA+ ETA ' ETA" 30KQUE T TME
1 2.4,-"9e+C)0_ 2. ,_1£-o _ "":, _-T.. a. _4,'_e-Or> ! ;. 172._'.-÷002 2. AC:Oe-O01
- -_. c'.-- P-,. u.:, 2.64 ! e+0C',3 4.0£2e+001 3. 370e+C;C:? 1 . 00,3e*0 .DO
4=c_+c:_x-, _ 428e+C:'(.'>3 3 1 ....... ! 7. A#5_:._-'.'>02
.a" . .... .,_. • _,.-,_._+t)(.,I _.. • (jq'lL'_ .,E_,4..pH",,_')
4 2. ":=,!e+_'_Q_..... ._.'_051 e+,1)03 3. 626e*0(')i. 2 .6ATe+(')O2..... c,.'_C)C)0e+00C)
5 J .636e+003 1. 636e+003 3.612e+00! 2. 076e*C'02 4.00C)e÷000
6 I .2__3e+003 1 .2_2e_-C,,-._3 3. 520e+C)01 1. 625÷-002 5. 000c,+00C)
7 #'.:35-_e+C)A2 9. 849e+0o2 3. o27e*c:01 1 .24 Se+c)r)2 6. C_00e+C)c_O
E_ 7 555e+002 7. =--:` ",'_ " 754e+001 7._,_;.,e+ .)._= . ?. 537e+001 000e+000
9 5 7¢6e+_')o2 5.7o-,=+,hoo 2 5CiSe*C'C:l 7.296e+Cic)i 8 Cn')0e+C)oc)
1 3. 477e+4()2 3. 469e+:.',02 2.26e;e-_C,(::1 4,776e+:z-:h I 1.0C)0e+0O 1
12 2. 715e+302 2. 706e+0.:z_2 2. l?i,2+Cn'il 7,.4i4e-,C,[:I I. 10C_e_-C>01
14 ,.,_3e+002 1.6S']e+002 2.C)5q_+oc)I -._'126--':uc;_.. 1 1.30r)e+OC)l
15 ......'.--.,7i e+CE_2 I . =='-,_,oe÷uL)="...... 2 •U_:] e+C,01 1. 727,e+0C" ! i . n,.:-',:.';_m,>A1
16 1 . 1 !t')e+0()2 I. 094e+002 !. Sege+C, Oi ! .-.?,ie+001 1 .5,.':Ao+001
17 9.0 *__e+001 e. e7ee+C,O 1 I .70__ e_-(_<_1 I . 1E5e-H)01 I .60_Zie+0C: I
18 7.4"4C_,-_'_A ! 7. _-5,z7_,+: C:,i 1 -_..... "' "" ....... zi., o_:-÷:.,:,._ ._ _ 3-_'-_+.:'),:')A 1 •7:'_.-_e+_')O 1
19 6.7_4Se+C:_Z)_ 6. ! _6e_-')C;l t .28C)e4-. ,o! 7. 847_e+GA0 1. e.:;,)e+001
20 5.33& :._+,:,:31 5.221 e+001 1. 1A5e+,-,_':1 6.692e+00A 1. _00e+001
2! 4. &x)_i-_ +.:':C)1..... 4 , 5C)6e+AO I _,437e+C)0C). 5,777e+AC,C), ._,_ 0(])0e+0£) I
,=,=, ,_
.'- ._. _75e-_,:[i([} i ._,. 9_7........... " , _ 7. __2_,+('),'_.")... a. c-_'E-'(-;')c'r_..,... . , ,_.'='1C)(')e+"P'> 1
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"; : _G=,-, Ri , VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A FESIN NASA LOT2-1
_0. E'r_* ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T I ME TEM _'
POISE POISE FDiSE GF,AMS-CM M!N. DEG. C
-- 2.6_2e÷_'_0_'_. 2. 503e+000 S. 451 e-C_01. 3. 320e-001 5. _',o_',_÷,',hl..I . :_._+,.,o='_"" ...
5"_- _-.4-8t_,-c,_]0.... 3,.279 e÷,:_',:DO 1. ,'_35e_-000 4.316e-001 5 . 100e÷001 i. 250e+0_:>2
._ 4. 448e+000 4. 263e+000 1. 269e+000 5.5eq___-001 5. 200e+001 t. 270e-_002
•; 5. 984e_-000 5. 761e÷000 1. 618e+000 7. 514e-001 5. 300e+001 1 .290e+002
5 317e÷O00 "_ I5 , 9. 8. _88e+000 _. 454e+gO0 i. 17!e+C_',A... 5. 400e+00 I- .310e_:'02

























Rhec, m_tr]c_ _. RECAF' II
":pe_-iment No. : 3 Sample No. : 1
_ e:
ASA FINGERPRINT VISCOSITY PROFILE USP 39A RESIN NASA LOT2-2
p,..-ator :OF'
a_. and Time : Friday_ ALl,LISt 15_ !986 - 1_--.:5C_:53
p_,-ating Mode : DYNAMIC
_ _p Type : CURE
eometry : DISK & PLATE
RADIUS
GAP







!.] IETA_ ETA " ETA" TO_:OLIE T ; !i :2
F'D I SE PO I BE E,_ 3 SE GRAbiS-C!'I r'! I N.
1 2.74Be_-003 2.7_7e+003 4, _L,_e+()O 1 3.5,:;::)e_,:,nZ 2. O00e-O01
" 2.751e+OOE -._ 75r)_+r.')X...._ 5.5BGe+O01 3.5'-'-_::.+C, A2...... :1.00C)e+000
.5 2 z, OTe+O0..-.. ._ 4<)7c.+,_')<)X 4. ='= : : :'7 .........
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......... 9_ _0e-)L),)- zl..:')(')()e-)-C)C)O5 I 521e+003 ! 5"_':-)e+C_<fX-, 3. aBge-)-00_ 1 .... " " ....
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B 6. P51 e+002 6. 845e+002 2. 800e+001 B o 6_0e+001 7. 000e+000
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6 I .014e+002 I .c,)3e+0C;2 I .543e+001 1.27E, e+001 1. 500e+001
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_3 8. O_q_e+OC)O 7.9_5e+':)C)C) I. 222e+ 000 I .0 ._5(-,_+."00 3.20C)e+OC)1
34 "7. 16_ e*,::)O ::) 7. 105e*,.:)0,£) 9. 554e-0C) 1 _'. C)<?)Oe-c:)O _ .--,. T, OOe+O01
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•_1 2.6_-:9e+00(:) 2. 638e+0C)0 5. C)C)8p-,7)02 _. 310e-OC) 1 4. OC)Oe+Oq)
.2 2. 5,=J2_ +''_'-'''',....,., _." 532e+C)0'::) C). OC),:::e+OOr) 3 . I 8<)e-_')¢)I. _ . 4 . I '.')':')e-_':';"; 1....
,'2_. 2. 625_+000 2.619e+000 I . 7_Ie-001 -. 2'.-?_e-,::>01 4. 200e* 0::)_.
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-6 i .2_4e+0C)0 1.27,4e+.:)C)0 1. 583e-001 I .560e-0C)i 4 •5C)Oe+C)C)I
47 ..'_. _2': e_,'),',,';. 2. E 6_-'c +000 __,. 321 e-(')<)1.. Z. 04(';e-00_. . _ . 6,::)C)e +001
4S 3. O_'Te'(-,::)O0 2.9_3,7e_C)0,::) 9.815e-O01 - 888e-::)01 4. 700e+O01
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•:ASA PINGERPF:__hJT V!SCOSIT_ _:._:,'DGiLE USP 39A RESIN NAS_ LOT2-2
NO. ETA* ETA " ETA" TORQUE TIME TEMP
POISE POISE POISE GRAHS-CM MIN. ---u_--.z. C
I 2. 972__+000 2.7_e+OOO I .074e+000 3. 755e-001 5. 000e_'001 1 .240e+002
;_,:: 3. 334e+000 3. 139e+000 1. 12-e+000 ,_. 188e-001 5. 100e÷001 I. 25©e+002
53 4. 323e+000 4. 670e_-O00 I. 125e_-000 6. 053e-001 5. 200e+O01 1. 270e+©02
_,_ 6. 376e+000 6. 16?e+000 I ._ I?e _000 9. 006e-001 5. 300e+001 I .290e+002
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Fabric for NASA Lot#




#2-2__.__S #2-2E #2-3S #2-3E LOT2 AV_
PICK 55 60 37 40 48.0
CENTER 47 75 46 54 55,5
PLAIN 5....1.1 48 5_.44 63 54.0
AVG, 51,0 61,0 45.7 52,3 52,5
lb. Breaking Strength, Ibs/Inch, FILL
ASTMD 1682
PICK 21 26 24 13 21,0
CENTER 21 20 19 17 19,3
PLAIN 29 23 28 2...88 27,0
AVG. 23.7 23,0 23,7 19,3 22,4
Carbon Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
PICK 99.7 99.6 99.3 99.4 99,50
CENTER 99,8 99,8 99,9 99.8 99,83
PLAIN 99.7 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.53
AVG. 99.73 99.6 99.57 99.57 99.62
Hydrogen Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
PICK .02 <.01 <.01 .01 EST .008
CENTER .01 <.01 <.01 <.01 EST .003
PLAIN .01 .02 <.01 .01 EST .010
AVG. .013 EST .007 EST .001EST .007 EST .007
2a.
2b.
2c. Nitrogen Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
PICK ,1 ,2 ,02 <.05 EST .083
CENTER ,1 ,2 ,01 ,1 ,103
PLAIN ,1 <,05 ,10 <,05 EST .055
AVG. .1 EST .137 .043 EST .04 EST .080
3. Visual Inspection See Charts 3A-3B
QCi-102
Page I of 3
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#2-2S #2-2E #2-3S #2-3E LOT2 AVG
1.6315 1.5957 1.6328 1.6072 1.6181
1.6659 1.6695 1.6194 1.6220 1.6442
1.6139 1.6559 1.6435 1.5999 1.6283




6.3 6.5 6.4 6.4 6.40
6.4 6.__5s 6.4 6._33
6.35 6.5 6.4 6.35 6.40
TGA, "C at 50X
CTM-51 (AIR}































.015 .005 .060 .010 .023
Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.000 .015 .015 .020 .012
Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. (Diameters are an sverage o_ 10 measurements)
AVERAGE 10.92 10.15 10.72 10.27 10.51
Minimum 9.20 9.20 9.60 9.25 9.21
Maximum 12.25 11.05 11.50 12.05 12.25












#2-2S #2-2E #2-3S #2-3E _OT2 AVG
30 29 29 29 29.3
29 29 29 29 29.0
29 29 30 29 29.3
29 29 30 29 29.3
29 29 29 2._99 29.0
29.2 29.0 29.4 29.0 29.2
inch, FILL
22 22 21 21.5
21 22 22 21 21.5
21 22 22 21 21.5
21 22 22 21 21.5
21 22. 2...2_2 2.t 21.5





Areal Weight as received, gml4x4
PTM-3A
LEFT 2.495 2.455 2.579 2.481 2.503
CENTER 2.467 2.435 2.529 2.454 2.471
RIGHT 2.475 _.466 2.553 2.479 2.493
AVG. 2.479 2.452 2.554 2.471 2.489
Volatlles as received, X
PTM-3A
LEFT .4a .45 .39 .40 .43
CENTER .45 .41 .40 .45 .43
RIGHT .08 .04 _ .00 .04
AVG. .34 .30 .27 .28 .30
Weight change on Acetane rash, X
PTM-3A
LEFT .28 .25 .19 .20 .23
CENTER -.04 -.08 -.OG -.04 -.06
RIGHT -.20 -.12 -.12 -.16 -.15
AVG. .01 .01 .00 .00 .01
U.S. Polymeric
3
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Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ I
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... I
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. 1
Flow .............................................. 1
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... 2
Tack .............................................. 2
Gel Time .......................................... 2
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 3
DSC ............................................... 3
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Environmental History ............................. 3
Specific Grevity .................................. 3
Tensile Strength .................................. 3
Tensile Modulus ................................... 4
Tensile Elongation ................................ 4
Flexural Strength ................................. 4
Flexural Modulus .................................. 4
Compressive Strength .............................. 5
Compressive Modulus ............................... 5
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Barcol Hardness ................................... 5
Residual Volatiles ................................ 5
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 6
Acetone Extraction ................................ 6
CTE, with ply ..................................... 6
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TGA ................................................ 8A - SF
DSC ................................................ 9A - 9F
Infrared (IRZB} Baseline ........................... 10A - 10F




U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
FM 50643 NASA LOT# 2 U.S.P. LOT# D09280 (KAISER)
Za. Resin Content, Soxhlet, X
CTM-6D
AVG.
ROLL#1 ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3
START END START END START END
33.4 33.6 33.9 35,6 33.3 33,9
32.6 34,5 33.5 34.8 33.6 33,1
32.2 34.4 34.3 32.8 32.4 33.0
32.7 34.2 33.9 34.4 33.1 33.3
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 33.6
lb. Filler Content, Soxhlet, X
CTM-6D
AVG.
13.7 13.8 13,9 14.6 13.7 13.9
13.4 14.2 13.7 14.3 13.8 13.6
13.2 14.1 14,1 13.5 !3.3 13,5
13.4 14.0 13.9 14.1 13.6 13.7
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 13.8
lc. Cloth Content, Soxhlet, X
CTM-6D
AVG.
52.9 52.6 52.2 49.8 53.0 52.2
54.0 51.3 52.8 50.9 52.6 53.3
54.6 51.5 51.6 53.7 _4.3 53.5
53.8 51.8 52.2 51.5 53.3 53.0
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 52.6
2. Volatile Content, X
PTM-17B
AVG.
2.7 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.6
2.7 2,6 2.5 2,5 2.5 2,4
2.a 2.7 2.7 2.6 2,5 2.3
2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2, 5
3. Flow, 1000 psi, %
PTM-19G
AVG.
18.2 17.2 17.0 16.8 17.8 15.3
17.8 17.8 16.7 16.1 17.5 16.0
;7. e 17.4 17.7 17.0 16.6 15.5
18.0 17.5 17.1 16.6 17.3 15.6
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 17.0
HITCO MATERIALSDIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CAUFORNIA g2707 * (714) 54_1101 * TWX (810) 595-1130 * FAX # (714) 549-285&5-2437
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 2
Page 2 of 6
U.S.P. LOT# DO9280 (KAISER}
4. Resin Content, Dry Basis, %
PTM-16F, Type II
ROLL#I ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3
START END START END START END
33.5 34.6 34.8 34.6 33.8 33.8
33.3 35.1 35.3 35.2 34.6 33.2
34.1 35.8 35.8 35.3 94.4 33.3




6. Gel Time, Seconds
PTM-20E
75 61 58




NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 34.5
26 30 24
NASA LOT#2 AVERAGE 34
87 78 54
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 69
ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3 LOT#2
START END START END AVG.
Na 6 7 6 8 7 6 7
K • 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ca 7 9 7 13 8 12 9
Mg 1 2 I 2 2 2 2
TOTAL 14 19 15 24 18 21 19








ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3
STAR..._____T END _TART END
1.99 1.92 1.89 1.78
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.92
.02 .03 .06
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .04
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 2
Page 3 o_ 6
U.S.P. LOT# D09280 (KAISER)
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500eC
CTM-51 (Nitrogen}
ROLL#1 ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2
START END _TART END














10. Infrared (IRZB) Baseilne
CTM-21C
.83 .82 .81 .80 .78 .77
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE .80
See Chart 10A-10F
11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 30 May 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131 Class I
bag supported in
cardboard carton
Date shipped: 31 July 1986 in
40"F truck










NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.432




















FM 5064J NASA LOT# 2 U.S.P. LOT# D09280 (KAISER)
Tensile Modulus, msi, WARP
FTMS 406-1011
AVG.
ROLL#1 ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3
START END START END START END
2.15 2.14 2.21 2.09 2.21 2.46
2.19 2.12 2.18 2.04 2.10 2.54
2.06 1.98 2.21 2.14 2.33 2.47
2.32 2.13 2.02 2.08 2.09 2.25
2.22 2.01 2.11 2.16 2,14 2.14
2.19 2.08 2.15 2..10 2.17 2.37
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2.18
Tensile Elongation, %, WARP
FTMS 406-1011
AVG.
1.00 1.10 1.16 1.09 1.05 1.02
.87 1.23 1.18 1.12 1.22 .96
1.09 1.04 .99 1.10 1.14 .94
.93 1.00 1.14 1.08 1.07 .88
1.15 1,06 1.02 1.05 1.29 1.03
1.01 1.09 1.10 1.09 1.15 .97
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 1.07
Flexural Strength, Ksi, WARP
FTMS 406-1031
AVG.
28.36 28.03 28.20 29.18 31.72 27.38
29.22 29.56 28.52 35.07 30.60 26.91
29.15 28.84 27.17 33.20 31.62 26.57
28.46 29.81 29.68 32.07 32.55 25.98
30.25 30.04 29.20 29.76 32.24 _5.68
29.09 29.26 28.55 31.86 31.75 26.50
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 29.50
Flexural Modulus, msi, WARP
FTMS 406-1031
AVG.
2.19 2.06 2.03 2.11 2.11 1.86
2,34 2.05 2,01 2.28 2.19 1.98
2.15 1.93 2.02 2.13 2.06 1.87
2.04 2.05 1.95 2.23 2.24 1.96
2,25 2.03 1.88 2.11 2.1,5
2.19 2.02 1.98 2.17 2.15 1.91
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 2.07
4 Of 6
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 2 U. S. P. LOT# D09280
5 o:f 6
15a. Compressive Strength, ksi, WARP
FTMS 406-1021
AVG.
ROLL#1 ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2
START END START END
22.11 22.55 17.04 24.22
19.69 19.48 23.02 18.64
20.84 24.58 23.02 20.68
18.34 23.89 23.54 25.67
20.81 22.74 23.56 24.19
























































59.2 59.9 57.1 55.2 63.0 60.6
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 59.2







1.34 1.50 1.31 1.28
1.35 1.31 1.34 1.29
1.51 1.37 1.33 1.29
1.40 1.40 1.33 1.29






FM 50643 NASA LOT# 2 U.S.P. LOT# D09280 (KAISER)
Resin Content, Pyrolysis, %
CTM-14B
AVG.
ROLL#1 ROLL#1 ROLL#2 ROLL#2 ROLL#3 ROLL#3
START END START END___L START END
29.70 31.74 32.23 31.64 31.92 30.67
30.11 33.43 33.15 32.19 31.72 30.38
31.13 32.96 31.89 32.06 31.53 50.46
30.32 32.71 32.42 31.96 31.72 30.50




4.55 5.78 6.19 5.23 5.61 5.33
5.15 6.14 4.56 4.49 6.25 4.48
5.40 6.87 5.02 5.77 5.00 4.83
5.03 6.26 5.26 5.17 5.62 4.88
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 5.37
CTE, in/in "F, with PLY
PTM-61B
AVG.
2.66 3.06 3.80 2.71 2.77 2.96
2.94 3.92 4.14 2.73 1.96 2.41
2.80 3.49 3.97 2.72 2.37 2.69
NASA LOT# 2 AVERAGE 3.01
CTE, in/in "F, Cross PLY
PTM-61B
AVG.
7.21 6.15 6.66 2.88 3.05 3.34
3.45 4.18 4.24 3.12 2.13 3.83
5.33 5.17 5.45 3.00 2.59 3.59
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 3
PAGE
CHARTS
TGA ................................................. 6A - 6C
Particle Slze Distribution .......................... 7A - 7C
Carbon Content .................................... I
Ash Content ....................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content .................................. 1
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pH ................................................ 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, "C at 50X Loss ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horlba ............................. 2
Page I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
piller _ot _or NASA _ot# 3





NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 99.39




AVG. 0.000 0.000 0.002
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 0.001
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#3A-1 #3A-2 #3A-3 LOT#3
Na 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
K 2.5 1.0 2.0 1.8
Ca 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.3
Mg 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0





AVG. .008 .018 0.000
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .008




AVG. .025 .005 .000
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE .010
4. pH, Units
ASTM D1512
4. B0 4.75 4.85
AVG. 4.88 4.78 4.82
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 4.83




AVG. .51 .51 .42
Maximum .99 .88 .85
Minimum .20 .18 .15
Std. Dev .23 .20 .17
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE SIZE .48
6a. TGA, "C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
864 860 850
NASA LOT# 3 AVERAGE 858
HITCO MATERIALSDIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # (714) 54_285_2437
Page 2 of 2




7. Particle Size DiatrlbutiDn
CTM-72
See Charts 7A-7C
7m. Partlcle Size, microns
CTM-72
#3.-I #3*-2 #3*-3
• 89 .94 .89
• 94 . a__33 .as
AVG. .92 .88 .88
NASA LOT# 3 AVEHABE . 89
U.S. Polymerio
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U°S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 3
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... I
Specific Gravity .................................. 1
Brookfield Viscosity .............................. I
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2
















U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin _ot for NASA mot# 3
2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C







4. Gel Time, mln:ssc
PTM-47B
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are averages of
four determinations)
6. Volatilea, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
























_- 11. pH, units 8.2
CTM-1B
_ _2.#_L/ HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 * (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2407
USP-39A Resin Lot 1or NASA Lot# 3
12. Phenol Content, X
CTM-55 Appendix I
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B














































GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY






FIHAL FULL SC:RLE MU.=leO0 00
..S_KF'LE" LISrSgP, 3-I
r'_I '->.,,_'- C = 0 . 10:79. :- r_/PIL
"1Ir,lE 15 _;-'P
DRTE 1 .2"I :1/86
rIF'E F'.FIT L"t_' _lG7
RUH TIME 30.00





















1477 .041 2 2Ze
76001 2.105 2 11151
I_7288 5 164 2 11148
2984100 E:3.6_7 2 85_58
6003 .222 S 589
llOE:E: .307 I 635



























5 1.70 76001 2.117 2
6 1.O0 187200 5.214 2
7 3.30 2904100 eg.llO 2
31 21.93 343230 9.559 S
TOTAL AREA= 3590531
THPESHOLD= 1
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DATA FILE A:F'HENO28.HDR TAKEN 09-05-1986 11:46:23
******** AREA PERCENT REF'ORT ********
* Sample Name: USP39A,3-1,C=6.93 Operator Initials: aGZ
* Date: 09-05-1986 11:46:23 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO28.PTS
* Inter÷ace: 4 Cycle#: 28 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N,A.
* Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01
*******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC _olumn Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18
* Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT
* Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1:
* Misc. Information: LENGTH=25
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending _etention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Hr. % Height
2 1.78 B9260 53.0494 2 5100 1C)0.000 17.5
1.93 25796 15.3310 2 4619 28.899 5.6
4 2.03 53203 31.6196 2 4863 59.604 10.9

























































Lo9 Mol Wt = A + B× + C×^2 ÷ Dx^3
A= 2.538977 B = 2.115815 C= -.5646E:24
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902
Ret Time Molecular Weight
I)= 3.606432E-02
Lo9 Mol Wt
3.50 35000 4. 544
4.33 15000 4. 176
4.83 3600 3 .556
5.09 2350 3. 371
6. O0 570 2. 756
7.17 92 1 • 964










I I I I I
3.0 4.8 5.6 6.11 ?.O
Retention Timeor Pol.-e






_ample Name: USF39A 3-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
Date: 08-05-1986 16:21:21 Method: DATA FILE: A:GF'C35.PTS *
iterface: 5 Cycle#: 35 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_ :arting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
******************************************************************************
Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
Detector O: 254NM/.IAU Detector I: *
Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
. ****************************************************************************
:tatting Delay: 0.00
]a ibration file: GPCPHEN
to ecular Weight Distribution Averages
¢aseline TIMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:
:°r_cess TIMES: _.85 to 10.00 MW:






Ending Retention Time: 10.00
22295 to 2
22295 to 2
Mol Wt 5 4
1B 18




RhEc, metrics REC_ _ ] I
-:-_-er_me_,± k!o. : zl Sa.mple No. : I
_ASA _INGERPRINT V]SCD_ITY PROFILE USF' .E._A _ESIN NASA LOT ..-".-I
--L
_p r_tor :CP
)me and Time : Friday, AugL',si 15, 1986 - 15:26:35
]perating Mode : D_'NA.NIC
S_, ep Type : CURE
3ec, rr,,e+_-y : DI .... ,_. F'LATE






O. ET _ ETA " ETA ;; TORQL_E
PO I F,E PO ] SE F O i SE GRAMS-C:'I
1 __. B27e"-C,_:'-7 1 . 826e+003 4 . 90ae+,: _-_1 2.._'3-,I oe' +c. c"-'_,_
2 1. 830e+0C 3 1. 829e+003 3.8_e_-,]01 2.32 le+002
_- 7. I. 640e÷00E I .640e+003 3. 551e+C:0! 2. C:80e._002
4 1 .T.7Se+003 I .376e+003 3. 174e+001 I .742e+002
5 1. 096e+003 1 .096e+003 2.514e*001 I .385e+002
A_ 8 .598e+002 9 .5a6e+002 _.'_12(_e+*'_C;I...... I .0_6p+C, O2
7 6.5_3e+002 6. 589e+002 2. 233e*O01 B. 311 e+001
8 _ ,36Te+002 5 c'_5_e+Ar_ _. "_ "_"_ ","
. • O,Je+UJl 6 380e+C'01
9 3. --::>2:_+002 3. 897e+002 2. 009e+001 a. 915e+001
I0 3.032e_-002 5.02_e÷002 2.016e+C_01 3. B15e+001
11 -'_.362e+002 ,_.'__-54e+002 ___'.,o04 e+001 2 .# 72_+Ac'_ 1....
12 1 .87_:e+302 1 .862e+002 2. 007e÷001 2. 354e+001
!3 1.4-_9e+002 1.476e+002 l.gi3e÷0C)l _ .871e+001
14 I .200e+002 I. I eSe+002 I. 818e+001 i .507e+001
15 9.59#e+001 9. 484e+001 1.47_e-001 I. 206e+001
!6 7. 890e_-001 7.7#3e_-001 1 .230e+001 9. 907e+000
17 6. S3#e_-0C) I 6. 550e+001 1.0_2e+001 8.2,41e+000
!S 5.5-_:,e*C:01 5.513e+001 9. 240e+000 7. 026e_-0C,0
19 4. 797e+001 4.7 _-.7,-.:.*v'L'9! 7.814e+C'O0 6.02 ! e÷O00
20 4. 102e+001 a. O46e+O01 6.764e+000 5. 151e+000
21 3.510e+00! ": 463e+001 5.702e÷0ru) 4.404e+C_C_0
._._ 3. 006e+00! ._." 96'_-'e+C)01 4. 7Xzi_+i'lO,"...... 7.77-1e+000
"-'... 2' .80ee+001 2. 573e+C:0 ! 4. 225e+,:}00 G .......- 7':'. e+Orlrl
24 '-'• _. 257e+001 _.'_228e+001 3. 622e+000 _._9-,_,:+':'_c'K)..
._,_'_=I. 9--9e÷::_! i. 90Zle+001 3.12-_e+Cx'_c_.... 2. a2_=+(_o0....
2A_ 1 . 656e_001 1 . 636e+001 2 . .....J_,:.e+u,._U'"- _.'_ _-_77 _-r_o.'-_.... _ .
27 1.472e+001 1.a54e+O01 ._.."27.]e+r_O0.. . l._50e+OOC:
29 l. E:- :-:+001 1.262e+001 2. 161e+000 1.607e+000
29 I. 155e+001 i. 135e+001 2. 176e+000 I._5,'e*000
50 _. _1 e+000 9.73&e+000 I. 688e+000 I .240e+000
,'3! 9. _-87e+00C) 9. 266e+000 1. 504e+000 1 . 17_e+0A0
_.__ .__.29_-e+,'7'0,3 8.216e+0,30 1 . 17C_e+OC_O 1 . ,7_47e+C_00
E_'7 8. 047e+OCx:_ 7.97 le+OOC_ 1. 102e+OCv.:} 1 . OlOe+O00
3_ 6.981 e÷00C) 6.97,5e+000 8.01 _e-001 8,771 e-001
:.-, 6. C'9 .'2e+O {v-; 6.07,5e+000 8. 276_.-001 7. 648e-001
26 5.5:BSe+000 5. 549e+0.]0 6.617e-001 7. 020e-C_01
37 5. 038e+000 5. 020e+C,00 4. 197e-001 6. 330e-0C_I
-_ 4 __1e*000 4.579e+00C_ 1 556e-001 5 751e-001
39 3. E:51 e+000 3. _46e+000 1.96C_e-C:01 4. B37e-001
' 4¢-_. 3. 181_+i300 ":. 17Ie+O00 _:."_447e-001 ":. 992e-001
41 2.85,J'e+O00 2.84 Oe+O,::_O 2.3O8e-001 _'7..5_':]e-001
4E 2.7: ie_-C_0C_ 2.716e+070 2. -_52e-001 -5.42_e-001
4--, 2. 562e+000 2.4&ae*0C,0 7. 029e-0ibl 5.219e-001
zl4 2. a67"_'+000 2. 1C_7e+000 1. 283e+000 3.0#50-001
•4'5 i .........7_,,i;_,-v_',_t'l{') 1 57_e+'::,00 7. _',_Ue-UU..... 1 2. l#_e-O,'}l'"
46 2. 1 _........._.__-+,_h.,L_'" 1 . "?51 e+00Cl 7.. 875e-001 -.-." 644e-001
47 -.'_-_Er'e*:'_0.'_, 2. 178e*O*'n'_.... 1 . 14E.e÷,:7:00 3 .089e-001
49 2. "-"5:F_e+O --:? 2. -Zlae*000 I. 262e-,-,700 :,. : '_ ::P.-O0 l
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U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
WCA Fabric ¢or NASA Lot# 3 (KAISER)







lb. Breaking Strength, Ibs/in, FILL




2m. Cmrbon Assay, %




2b. Hydrogen Assay, X




2c. Nitrogen Assay, X
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WCA Fabric for NASA Lot# 3 (KAISER)









7b. Moisture Content, %
CTM-S3B
•030
7c. Ash Content, X
CTM-S3E
.015
8a. Filament diameterp microns, WARP
S.E.M. procedure
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108

































Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ I
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... I
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. I
Flow .............................................. I
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... I
Tack .............................................. 1
Gel Time .......................................... 1
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content .................................. 1
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Enviranmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 2
Tensile Elongation ................................ 2
Flexural Strength ................................. 2
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 3
Barcol Hardness ................................... 3
Residual Volatiles ................................ 3
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 3
Acetone Extraction ................................ 3
CTE, with ply ..................................... 3
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6. Gel Time, seconds
PTM-20E
54
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8. TGA, % Weight Loss st 500"C











11. Environmental History Date manufactured: 2 May 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-13i Class I
bag supported in
cardboard cmrton
Date mhipped: 16 June 1986
in 40"F truck
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17. Barcoi Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583





























FM 5064J NASA LOT# 3
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 21108
Filler Lot for NASA Lot# 4
pAGE
Carbon Content .................................... 1
Ash Content ....................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I
Moisture Content .................................. I
Ash Content ....................................... 1
pH............... °.. ° ° ....°. °... ,.°., .,........ °.. 1
Particle Size, S.E.M. procedure ................... 1
TGA, "C at 50% Loss ............................... 1
TGA ............................................... 2
Particle Size Distribution ........................ 2
Particle Size, Horlba ............................. 2
CHARTS
TGA 6A - 6C
°°°°..°oooo°oa°°°°Te°oooJaoeooooJm. DOOOOomB°°°°°o
Particle Size Distribution 7A - 7CeooooeoeoeooooDooo°oeee°oo
IPage I of 2
FILLER TESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108
F_ller _ot for NASA Lot#





NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 99.50




AVG. .013 .008 .008
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .010
3. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are average of
2 determinations)
#4-.1L #4-2 #4-3 LOT#4
Na 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.7
K 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5
Ca 1.5 0.5 1.5 1.2
Mg x.e 1.0 e.e e.v
Li e..._.ee e.e e.e e.e
TOTAL 6. • 5. 5 3.5 5. •




AVG. 0.024 0.010 0.013
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 0.016
3b. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
0.005 0.005 0.000
AVG. 0.003 0.005 0.000





AVG. 4.75 4.82 4.72
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 4.76




AVG. .42 .38 .43
Maximum .56 .73 .70
Minimum .20 .20 .23
Std. Dev .08 .05 .08
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE SIZE .41
6a. TGA, "C at 50% Loss
CTM-51
701 688 697
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 695
/_ HI'TOOMATERIALSDIVISION700 E. DYER ROAD. SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92707 ,_(714) 549-1101 • _ (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
Page 2 of 2
F_ller Lot for _ASA Lot# 4
6b. TGA
CTN-51
7. Particle Size Dimtrlbutlon
CTN-72






AV6. .94 .80 .94
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .89
U.S. Polymerlc
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U.S. PQlymerlc O°Eo 7_108
USP-39A Re_in Lot for NASA Lot# 4
PAGE
Resin Solids ...................................... i
Specific Gravity .................................. I
Brookfield Viscosity .............................. i
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. I






Phenol Content .................................... 2




Gas Chromatography .................................. 6A - 6B
TGA ................................................. 7A - 7B
DSC ................................................. 8A - 8B
HPLC ................................................ 9A - 9B
GPC ................................................. 10A - lOB
RDS ................................................. 14A - 14B
NMR ................................................. 15A - 15B
RESIN TESTING
Page 1 of 2
NAS8-36298
U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
USP-39A Resin Lot for NASA Lot# 4










2. Specific Gravity @ 25"C
PTM-29C
1.167 1.169
Lot# 4 AVERAGE 1.168
3. Viscosity, Brookfleld, cps. @ 22.8"C 13,750 13,500
PTM-14C Lot# 4 AVERAGE 13,625
4. Gel Time, mln:sec
PTM-47B
5. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
(Values are averages of
two determinations)
4=15 4:05
Lot# 4 AVERAGE 4:10
#4-1 #4-2 LOT4 AVG
Na 91.0 100.0 95.5
K 3.0 3.0 3.0
Ca 12.5 14.5 13.5
Mg 4.0 3.5 3.8
Li 0.0 0.0 0.0
AVG. 110.5 121.0 115.8
6. Voletiles, Gas Chromatography
CTM-55
See Charts 6A-6B
7. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (AIR)
42.8 42.5
Lot# 4 AVERAGE 42.7
See Chart 7A-TB
8. DSC, temperature "C
CTM-50A
186 188





10. GPC, Average molecular wt.
CTM-49A
1679 1577
Lot# 4 AVERAGE 1628
See Chart IOA-IOB
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92707 • (714) 54_1101 • TWX (910) 59_1130 • FAX # (714) 54_285&_2407
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Lot# 4 AVERAGE 8.19





Lot# 4 AVERAGE 12.79
13. Chang's Index, ml.
CTM-5B
24.9 24.6
Lot# 4 AVERAGE 24.8















Xamid M. Quralshi, Manager
Quality Assurance Department
OF pOOR _L_AL_T"_'




























Solvent "I"H_" , i
Concn.+_
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY STANDARD SOLVENT
TEST METHOD CTM-55














NOTE: THF WAS USED TO DILUTE THE RESIN SAMPLES.




I t,[t:lL FULL SCALE MV = 1800.0@
S_FIP'LE: L;.':';F'3_R4-I
H I'..::C ,-:= 0. 11631 GM S .,"ML
TIME 12 34
D_TE 1-2 'i 6...86
i-_F'E_:FiTl-lR : JG Z





RET PEA_: AE'ER E' PERF














1 80 191960 4
































RUN TIME: 30.00 MINUTES
DELAY TIME: 6 00
CHRN: 0
PK RET PERK AREA E:
NO. TIME AREA % L
PERF::
HT.
3 1.60 76625 1 93 = 2
4 1.80 191960 4 841 2
5 3.20 3118880 78 659 2
G 3.98 136680 3 447 3
32 21 79 54611 I "7_ " .s'
33 21.98 178710 4 507 2













































PF _.:ET PERK RRER E:






E: 5 48 27_
14 11 65 _910
RO 21 85 121448





























PK PET PEAK RREA E: PERK
NO. TIME RRER % L HT.
4 1.65 139370 7.694 2
5 2.90 1343400 74.167 3
30 21.85 121440 6.705 2
31 22.03 207110 11.434 2
TOTRL RRER= 1811_20
THFESHOLD= 1
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:, ..... CHART 9A
******** AREA F'ERCENT REF'DRT ********
*******************************************************************************
Sample Name: USP39A,4-1,C=6. b7 Operator Initials: JGZ *
• Date: 09-05-1986 12:02:14 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO29. PTS *
e Interface: 4 Cycle#: 29 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .[)I *
*******************************************************************************
• Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAF'AK C-18 *
• Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
• Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
• Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
*******************************************************************************
Starting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Pk Ret. Peak Area B Peak Normalized Area/
No. Time Area % L Hr. % Height
2 1.80 89195 51.2031 2 4841 100.000 18.4
3 2.07 85003 48.7969 2 4793 95.301 17.7









































******** AREA PERCENT REPORT ********
********************************************************************************
Sample Name: USP39A,4-2,C=4.96 Operator Initials: JGZ ,
* Date: 09-01-1986 15:58:03 Method:PHENOLIC DATA FILE: A:PHENO21.PTS ,
* Interface: 4 Cycle#: 21 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
Starting Peak Width: 10 Threshold: .01 *
******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: BECKMAN HPLC Column Type: MICROBONDAPAK C-18 *
Solvent Description: THF/WATER, 2:1 BY WEIGHT *
Operating Conditions: R.T., FLOWRATE=I.5 ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 220NM/.5AU Detector 1: *
Misc. Information: LENGTH=25 *
******************************************************************************
=tatting Delay: 0.00 Ending Retention Time: 10.00
k Ret Peak Area B Peai_ Normalized Area/
Io. Time Area % L Hr. % Height
2 1.8(; 81017 49.7413 2 4923 100.000 16.5
1.95 22173 13.6137 2 4605 27.369 4.8
4 2.05 59686 36.6450 2 5071 73.671 11.8

















































Lo9 Mol Wt = A + Bx + Cx^2 + Dx_3
A= 2.538977 B= 2.115815 C= -.5646824
Coefficient of Determination: 0.9902








































I I ! I !
2.e 3.8 4,e 5.8 &.8





"A FILE A:GPC36.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:56:32
GF'C REF'ORT
. ******************************************************************************
* Sample Name: USP39A 4-1=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
* Date: 08-05-1986 16:34:28 Method: DATA FILE: A:GF'C36.PTS .
* Interface: 5 Cycle#: 36 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
* Starting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
* Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
* Solvent Description: THF *
* Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 254NM/. IAU Detector I: *
* Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
*******************************************************************************
S* arting Delay: 0.00
C libration file: GPCFHEN
_ulecular Weiqht Distribution
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to




r /Mn= 3. 9799
Mz= 4462
-- 1459
Ending Retention Time: 10.00
Averages
10. 0(-) MW: 22295 t o 2
10.00 MW: 22295 to 2




ORIGINAL PP.GE IS CHART.10B
OF. POOR QUAL|'rY
A FILE A:GF'C37.HDR TAKEN 08-05-1986 17:59:34
******** GF'C REF'ORT ____-
* Sample Name: USP39A 4-2=2.68 Operator Initials: GBF .
_ate: 08-05-1986 16:46:38 Method: DATA FILE: A:GPC37.PTS *
+ interface: 5 Cycle#: 37 Channel#: 0 Vial#: N.A. *
_tarting Peak Width: 60 Threshold: 0 *
*******************************************************************************
+ Instrument Type: HPLC/BECKMAN Column Type: ULTRASTYRAGEL 500A *
* Solvent Description: THF *
Operating Conditions: T=35C FLOWRATE=2.0ML/MIN *
* Detector O: 254NM/.1AU Detector 1: *
* Misc. Information: CALIBRATION/GPC *
Starting Delay: 0.00
C+ ibration file: GPCPHEN
Mu. ecular Weight Distribution Averages
Baseline TIMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:
P_ _cess ._IMES: 3.85 to 10.00 MW:






Ending Retention Time: 10.00
_2295 to 2
22295 to 2
Mol Wt _ 4
18 18







































Rheometrics RECA _ II
i>: _rJ_.,ent Nc.. : 5 _,_le No. : 1
itle:
IA -_ FINGERF'_:]t_T _'ISCE.SITY F'KOF;LE USF' 3_A
_'perator :cp
_ESIt4 NAS_ LEITZ_-I
)a e arid Time : Monday, w:_cj-___ 18, _86 - _C_'.37:58





ka':DIUS : 25. Oc_



















































ETA* ETA" ETA" TORQUE
POISE POISE POISE GRAMS-CM
7. 356e÷002 7.34?_÷002 3. 604e÷001 9. 281e+001
6. 972e_-002 6. 962e+002 3. &SSe+001 8. SOOe+001
5. 909e+002 5. 901 e+002 3. 035e÷001 7.45Ae+001
4. 739e+002 4. 732e+002 -.'_555e+001 5. 973e+001
3. "76-_e_-002 3.75Te+002 2. 849et001 4.7_',,_e+001
2.94 '_--__+002 2. 931e+002 2. 905e÷001 3. 704e+001
2. 327e+002 2.3! 4__+002 2.50E.e+001 2. 927e÷001
1. 876e+002 1. 857e÷002 _._533e+001 2. 357e+001
I. 507e+002 J. ziSTe+002 2. _n5e+O01 I. 89T, e÷001
i. 215e+002 i. 193e+002 2.3-_,3e+001 I. 527e+001
I. 010e+002 -9.83_e+001 ". 30_e+0(J 1 ! .268e+001
8.40_-3e+001 8. 084e+001 2.31 Ie÷001 I .055-_+00 !
7.02_e+001 6. 723e+001 2.04-_e+001 8.8 i-_,e+000
5. 958e+001 5. 642e+001 l.Q15e÷001 7. _7 ,we÷000
5. !06e+001 Ii._24e÷001 1.67_-e÷001 6._!Ee÷000
a. 459e+001 z_.20Se÷001 !. 475e+001 5.57_e÷000
4. 010e+001 3. 795e÷001 J .295(e+001 5. 030e+000
3.5-6e+001 3. _---AOe+001 !. I00e+001 4. 437e+000
3. IgOe+001 3. 052e+001 9. 294e4-A00 C. ?79e+000
2. 823o÷001 2. 706e+00! 8. 066e+000 3.5,1h_:+O00
2.5E'3e+00! 2. 497e+001 6. _80_e+000 3.25-!e+000
1.5i:-÷00i 1.3aOe+O01 7. 078e+000 1. 902e+000
2. 092e+001 2. 021e÷00! 5.3_TTe+O00 2. 625e+000
I. 918e+001 I. 861_÷001 4. 625e+000 2. 406e+000
! .6_i6e+001 i. 596e+001 4.0_!e+000 2. 066e÷000
i. 582e+001 I. 536e+001 3. 810e+000 1. _85e_-000
1. 428e+001 1. 386e+001 _..45©e÷000 I. 792e+000
i. 2e6e+001 I. 247e+001 3. 145e+000 I. 612e4-000
I. 250e+001 I. 219e+001 2. 770e+000 1.56_:4 _000
I. 103e+001 I. 065e+001 2. 864e+000 1.3_5e_-000
_. 406e+000 #. 166e+000 2. 113e+000 I. 180e+000
8. 563e+000 S. 359e+000 1 .860e+000 I .075e+000
7. 639e+000 7.35!e+000 2. 078e+000 9. 584e-001
6. 766e+000 6. 563e+000 i. 6a_e+O00 8. n_5e-001
5. 684e÷000 5.4#'_e+O00 I. a4_e÷000 ?. 128e-001
4.76ze÷O00 4. 696_e+000 8. 022e-001 5.9-_e-O01
3. ?_'31e÷000 2. q63e+O00 2.26ee+000 -_. _ le-O01
3. I_3e÷000 3. i05e÷000 6. _S_-,e-001 3. 995e-00 i
2.505e+000 2.229e+000 1.14-e+000 3. 142e-001
2. ?I 6-'÷000 2.6_6e+000 6. !47e-001 3. alOe-001
) ,-_91 e+O00 1 .3-_Oe+O00 6.5!8e-001 1 .,-2_Oe-O01
2.._,q.Ie÷000 2. 760e÷000 8.24_e-001 -. 6! _-e-O01
2,9©5e _000 2. E_6_ e÷O00 4. 572e-00! 3.64_e-001
2. 030__-000 1. _50e+000 8. 377e-001 2.546_,-001
2. 647e+©00 2.4?Oe+OAO 9. 504e-00! 3. 320e-001
2. 124e+000 1.852e÷000 l.O_Oe÷O00 2.663e->©I
i ,?E_O00 _ _E2_,+O00 7. 970e-00! 2. 164c,-00!
2 573e_--,00 2.:6-7,,÷ ,07 1.21"_e+000 3.231e-OOt
2, _- _e"-_',.;,O 2.3!ee-?_O !. _-6ee+O00 _,.-.,"7e-O01









































































































_ASA Fi:,,_GERPRiNT VISCOSITY PROFILE USF' 39A RESIN NASA LOT4-1
NO. ETA* ETA " ETA" TORQUE T IME TEMP
F'D3 SE POISE POISE ERAIflS-CM MIN. DEG. E:
_. 8'?4e+E_00 "2_.271e+000 2. 112e-_O00 4.8S7e-001 5. 000e+001 I. 267e+::**:'2
52 4. 707e+000 3. 972e+0_0 2. 525e+000 5.91 Ie-O01 5. 100e÷(_Ol I. 29C_e-002
_3 6.,_.25e+0')0 5.930e+000 2.477e_-000 _ 062e-001 5.200e+001 _.300e_-,:,02

























































(V) 3SlOd eV.L3 IW
0
Rhec.,n_e:_-i_:s RECh;:' II
_.:.:periment ND. -" 6 SaG_ple No. : 1
,._E:_ F]t.!GEF:F'R!JvT VISCOSITY PROFILE USF' 3¢_ARESIN I,iAS_, LOT4-2
.',er_tc, r : CP'
r)_te and Time : Mon0ay, August 18, I=_ - 12:16"20
:,ermting .Node : DYNAW_IC
S_-,,eep Type : ELIRE
( _ometry : D!S_I ,'_,PLATE
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._: 1 .27_=_-,-)C 7J:
3 1. :;E :-:e 4-303
4 _._..- .:,.-:_e -t-0,5 2





! 0 ! ._7_e+'702
. ,j __ .j _ -e (. _)_.
_.=: i .275e+OA2
13 1 .055e+002
14 B. ,_q7Se+OC, 1
!7: -. 2 iqe-_;,Ol
16 6. 079e+001
i 7 5. 253e_c)':-, t
i_ 4.61/-. e__-0 (; I
2C, 3.5S7e*,:').3 !
2i "7. t6_,e+00
?.'7. 2. _ "_.:,_-- j,,') I
.... 47, =.-,-()01
24 2. Z25e-,:"- ,
. . ---'7'_'(-!.,'..._ a
2._ I . 766e+:x:' I
27 ! .57 -_-c,':'_ 1
,-. 1 . 4 !7-,e÷001
29 1.25 i_-:.--":0 !
•_-,:Z) ! . 15ge+O01
-.5! ! . ,.-,s : .---,- ,', !
--r c -.55e-_OC,,')
34 7. 367e +c>>',
•-:_, 6_ _ aEe-.-O,)O
- .S 5. =-,"_"7_+0<:0._
-7 5.52he _<00
.-To z_. = -'7.,l e_-C":.-:'O
40 2. SC;5e-,-_AC)
•2 .I. i . a 25,__._ ,:'xTx-)
" _ . 9 7_'_2_'.':.,(.)
• _ .:7 ......
•14 2 ,. 394e+0'-x];
-:.'3, - ="_ r' "' "
4,_ 2- a3(,.-.-000
a? - , E 9---,+,:.':00
•i,E, 2. g'7 _ _ +'>':7:,0
z,:, _-.,. 0 a-z-,-000
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i . ? re3 e + 002
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3" ] _ [ 2 e, l[ [1 ] '7 } 1
7,. ]a3e+CxT,' 1
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3.5 t9 e- C)_')i
I. 788e-001
" 5C,4e-C)c_ 1




3. ,:)-I'-?e- 0,') 1
3. 374e-C)01













































































































'O. ETA.* ETA ' ETA" TORQUE T i .ME T E t,!-'--'
POZSE POISE P'O ISE GR,_!.!__-C!"I !iIN. DEG. C
51 3. 427e+000 3. 307e+00(_ 8. _.78e-001 4.3,:)0e-001 5. 000e+00 ! 1.2__:::_e÷,302
-_,'_ -_,3._Te_-Z_]_O 5. OIE',e+OOC_ I. _P45e-'O00 ...._- - 6.710e-001 5. 1 ¢.'_e+r_;'_ 1 _l. 2_':_ _,.':!:'2
57, 6. 402e+000 6. 055e+000 2. 079e-_000 8. 032e-001 5. 200e+00_ I .300e4-002
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U.S. Polymerlc O.E. 71108
WCA Fabric for NASA Lot# 4 {KAISER}
PAGE
Breaking Strength, WARP ........................... 1
Breaking Strength, FILL ........................... I
Carbon Assay ...................................... i
Hydrogen Assay .................................... 1
Nitrogen Assay .................................... i
Visual Inspection ................................. i
Specific Gravity .................................. i
pH ................................................ 2
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Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
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Ash Content ....................................... 2
Filament diameter, WARP ........................... 2
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Thread Count, FILL ................................ 2
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Weight Change on Acetone Wash ..................... 3
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U.S. POLYMERIC O.E. 71108

















PICK 10 14 12.0
CENTER 13 17 15.0
PLAIN 15 29
AVG. 12.7 20.0 16.3
2a. Carbon Assay, X
MDQAI 5560
PICK 99.9 99.2 99.55
CENTER 99.9 99.6 99.75
PLAIN 99.2 99.5 99.35
AVG. 99.67 99.43 99.55
2b. Hydrogen Assay, %
MDQAI 5560
PICK <.01 <.01 EST
CENTER <.01 <.01 EST
PLAIN <.0____1 <.01 EST





















PICK 1.6099 1.6009 1.6054
CENTER 1.6355 1.6121 1.6238
PLAIN 1.6707 1.6395 1.6551
AVG. 1.639 1.618 1.628
HITCO MATERIALS DIVISION
700 E. DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA92707 • (714) 549-1101 ,, TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-243?
WCA Fabric for NASA Lot# 4 (KAISER}








6. TGA, "C at 50X Weight Loss
CTM-51 (AIR}
SET UP# 1 SET UP# 2
#4-2E 955 #4-2S 868
See Chart 6A-6B
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B #4-2S #4-2E LOT4 AVG
Na 5 6 5.5
K • • 0.0
Ca 4 6 5.0
Mg 3 2 2.5
Li __0 __0 0.0
AVG. 12 14 13.0
7b. Moisture Content, X
CTM-53B




8a. Filament diameter, microns, WARP
S.E.M. (Diameters are sn svermge of 10 measurements)
AVERAGE 10.67 10.18 10.42
Minimum 9.50 8.00 8.00
Maximum 11.65 11.20 11.65
Std. Dev 0.64 1.10 0.91
9a. Thread Count, per inch, WARP
PTM-5A
AVG







9b. Thread Count, per inch, FILL
PTM-5A
AVG.






22. • 22. • 22. •
WCA Fabric for NASA Lot# 4 (KAISER)


























-. 08 -. 04
-. 24 -. 20
•00 .02
-.11 -.07
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U.S. Polymeric
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U.S. Polymeric O.E. 71108
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09316 (KAISER)
PAGE
Resin Content, Soxhlet ............................ I
Filler Content, Soxhlet ........................... i
Cloth Content, Soxhlet ............................ 1
Volatile Content .................................. I
Flow .................. ............................ I
Resin Content, Dry Basis .......................... I
Tack .............................................. I
Gel Time .......................................... I
Atomic Absorption ................................. 2
Moisture Content .................................. 2
Ash Content ....................................... 2
TGA ............................................... 2
DSC ............................................... 2
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline .......................... 2
Environmental History ............................. 2
Specific Gravity .................................. 2
Tensile Strength .................................. 2
Tensile Modulus ................................... 3
Tensile Elongation ................................ 3
Flexural Strength ................................. 3
Flexural Modulus .................................. 3
Compressive Strength .............................. 3
Compressive Modulus ............................... 3
Double Shear Strength ............................. 4
Barcol Hardness ................................... 4
Residual Volatiles ................................ 4
Resin Content, Pyrolysis .......................... 4
Acetone Extraction ................................ 4
CTE, with ply ...................................... 4
CTE, crossply ..................................... 4
CHARTS
TGA ................................................ 8A - 8B
DSC ................................................ 9A - 9B
Infrared (IRZB) Baseline ........................... 10A - 10B
CTE ............................................... 21A - 21B
PREPREGTESTING
NAS8-36298
U.S. POLYMERIC 0. E. 71108
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09316 (KAISER)
Page I of 4





NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 32.0




NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 14.1




NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 54.0




NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 2.8
3. Flow, 1000 psi, % 17.8 18.1
PTM-19G 18.1 17.4
AVG. 17.9 17.8
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 17.8
4. Resin Content, Dry basis, X 34.0 32.8
PTM-16F, Type II 33.1 32.2
33.5 32.7
AVG. 33.5 32.6
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 33.1
5. Tack, Ibs 38 42
PTM-80 NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 40
6. Gel Time, seconds 78 83
PTM-20E NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 81
HITCO MATERIALSDIVISION
700 E DYER ROAD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA g2707 • (714) 549-1101 • TWX (910) 595-1130 • FAX # (714) 549-2858-5-2437
FM 5064J NASA LOT# 4
Page 2 of 4
U.S.P. LOT# D09316 (KAISER)
7a. Atomic Absorption, ppm
CTM-53B
ROLL#1-S ROLL#1-E LOT#4 AVG.
No 25 25 25
K 2 2 2
Ca 10 5 8
Mg 2 2 2
TOTAL 39 34 37




NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 2.17
7c. Ash Content, %
CTM-53B
.09 .09
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE .09
8. TGA, % Weight Loss at 500"C
CTM-51 (Nitrogen}
10.7 10.7
NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 10.7
See chsrt 8A-SB
9. DSC, "C
CTM-50A First Temp 185
ROLL#I-S ROLL#1-E LOT#4 AVG.
184 185
See Chart gA-9B




11. Environmental History Date ssnufactured: 30 June 1986
Packaged in: MIL-B-131
class I bag
Date shipped: 31 July 1986 in
40°F truck






NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 1.429










FM 5064J NASA LOT# 4
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FM 50643 NASA LOT# 4 U.S.P. LOT# D09316 (KAISER)









NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 2.37
17. Barcol Hardness, Units
ASTM D-2583
(Average of 10 determinations)
59.2 58.0







NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 1.18






NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 30.09






NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 5.88





NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 2.28





NASA LOT# 4 AVERAGE 3.91
See Chart 21A-21B
U.S. Polymeric
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